The Sole Purpose of Christian
Louboutin and the Secrets Behind
Fall’s Most Inspiring Objects
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Every object tells a story. In the following pages, we explore
how five seminal projects for 2012 went from the drawing board to the showroom. Christian Louboutin explores
new territory in men’s footwear; B&B Italia creates a table
that could easily be confused for a monumental sculpture;
the latest outré collection from Baccarat aims to reach a

contemporary household; a young talent designs a sartorially
inspired leather seat for the century-old furniture company
Poltrona Frau; and Maharam digitizes an intricate installation of
hand-assembled kites into customizable wallpaper. While each
teaches its own valuable lesson, one maxim comes to mind: to
thine own design be true.

HOW IT’S MADE
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(from LEFT) Detail of Jacob Hashimoto’s “Twice Into the Vast
White Plain.” Parts for Hashimoto’s “Gas Giant” installation.
Hashimoto in his studio in Brooklyn.

With some aid from Photoshop
and the watchful eye of design
authority Michael Maharam,
Jacob Hashimoto converts his
delicate, complex artworks
made from kites and string into
epic, two-dimensional murals.
Few people have Jacob Hashimoto’s focus. The 39-yearold Brooklyn-based artist builds intricate, ephemeral
sculptures involving hundreds of paper kites; they’re
assembled, decorated, strung together, and arranged by
hand in architectural formations that appear all at once
weightless and monumental, Zen-like and chaotic. Even
fewer people have Nicholas Savage’s patience. Savage,
38, is a digital imagist at Maharam, the century-old textile and design firm in New York, where he spends countless hours at the company’s in-house graphic design firm
A4 Studio, manipulating high-resolution images for custom printing and installations at a massive scale.
Both artists have been working for the past two years
on Hashimoto’s “The Long Passage Towards Night”—
one of six additions this fall to Maharam Digital Projects’
collection of artist-driven collaborative works. The work,
a made-to-measure mural-wallpaper hybrid, began
with the careful crafting of the object and ended with
Savage’s meticulous reconstruction of it in pixel form.
It’s the second piece that Hashimoto has made exclusively for Maharam Digital Projects, a division launched
in 2009 that commissions “wall-based installations”
from designers and artists such as Fred Tomaselli
and Marilyn Minter. The pieces are created on demand and installed to specification using high-end digital production and
printing techniques. Hashimoto, who has
shown at Mary Boone Gallery in New York,
Rhona Hoffman in Chicago, and Ronchini
in London, has built a reputation making
“these large-scale, tangled-up sorts of things,”
he says. “We never sell them and you can’t
live with them. They’re really impermanent.”
Kites have been a focal point of Hashimoto’s
work since he was a student at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago in the mid-’90s.
Intimidated by the field of painting at the
time and unsure how to proceed, he sought
the advice of his father, a writing professor,
who urged him to simply keep busy making something, anything, each day. Kites
weren’t something that he had ever tried
to make before, but he had flown them as a
kid in Idaho. The repetition of making kites,
Hashimoto discovered, allowed a familiar,
nostalgic object to be “a huge door for people to enter the work.” Whether arranged in
cloudlike clusters overhead or mounted on
walls in high relief, his kite installations integrate ethereal design and elaborate construction.
Hashimoto credits the late Ron Keyson, curator and
founder of Wallpaper Lab (a precursor to Maharam
Digital Projects, acquired by Maharam in 2009), with

persuading him to take the leap into this
more permanent and reproducible format,
challenging the temporal, spatial, and commercial aspects of his practice. Hashimoto
was reluctant at first. “I thought, Yeah,
maybe that’d be cool. And weird. And awesome,” he says, with a laugh.
Michael Maharam, CEO of Maharam,
describes the company’s wall applications
as “a quasi product.” They are produced
on demand, and everybody’s royalty is the
same rate, he says. For the artists and for
Maharam, there’s a unique opportunity, but also no
guarantees. “The model is one of mutually assured
risk,” he says. “We don’t pay, and we don’t charge. We
don’t offer guidelines, and they can do what they want
to do. The process is highly ungoverned.”
Hashimoto ended up making two pieces—“a pale one
and a colorful one,” Maharam says. Both were built and
arranged in Hashimoto’s studio and photographed in
February 2010; the first, “Silent Rhythm,” a predominantly white, 10-by-20-foot three-dimensional object
that became available in May 2011, is more flowing,
syncopated, and tangled. The newly released 10-by34-foot “Long Passage Towards Night” is more dense
and controlled, tied to pegs on both ends, but with
ecstatic bursts of color.
The digital part of the process belongs to Nicholas
Savage, a Florida native who studied painting and
printmaking in Italy but has been doing digital
retouching for the last 13 years. Hashimoto required a
one-to-one ratio between the physical work and each
digital reproduction, so kites and patterns had to be
added to the piece as the wall size increased. “Because
of the resolution requirements, we had to shoot every
single portion exactly dead on, with a little bit of bleed
on either side so I could reassemble this as one giant
file,” Savage says. “But the problem with that, and the
real challenge, is physics. We had to go in and actually
cheat different angles, so it would seem like you were
walking through the piece.”
Both Maharam and Hashimoto praise Savage’s skill
in compositing the piece from 64 photographs and
an additional 183 kite scans. Armed with Photoshop, a
Wacom tablet, a very powerful computer, and many
dedicated servers (not to mention a steady diet of coffee, Brian Eno’s Music for Films, and all of Don Quixote
on audiobook), Savage reattached strings and added
in kites where they didn’t originally exist but where
Hashimoto felt they should. “The idea is to have them
just logical enough that you can’t really figure out
what’s wrong but something’s not right,” Hashimoto
says. “There’s a sense of fantasy.” Savage estimates he’s
put in at least a hundred hours on “The Long Passage.”
“I’m a vessel for the artist,” he says. “Even though my
hand is involved, it is with an artist’s intention behind
me, and trust.”
Both artist and retoucher seem pleased with the
results. The piece has “moments where it makes a lot
of sense and other moments where it defies the laws of
gravity,” Hashimoto says. “I like that idea, that you can
discover these moments that are pure fiction and what
seems to be illogical in what appears to be a concrete
sculpture. That’s how we should all go about our lives.
There’s magic out there.”

(clockwise from top left) Assistant Cella Costanza collages

kite elements. Pieces in various stages of completion dry on
racks. Maharam’s Nicholas Savage in his New York office. Savage

reviews a print of “The Long Passage Towards Night.” Hashimoto
makes adjustments. (OPPOSITE) A kite in progress. (Previous
spread) A portion of the final 2-D “Long Passage.”

